
The other choice is to 
make real or accept 
the thought of 
separation from 
God, or individuality, 
symbolized in the 
Course by the ego.

Had a tiny mad idea, “What if... what would it be like if I go off on my own and play”?
Fall Asleep-Separation-Duality Born-Dream-NOT REAL
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Seem to be a separate

mind from God

Heaven just a memory - always
dissociate or repress previous layer.
Once you make a choice at any level
then that’s your new condition and
your old condition is completely 
forgotten - walled off in the mind.

Awareness of 2 choices

Appear to have a choice

between 2 interpretations

Holy Spirit and idea of split 
mind (idea you have 
another option) forgotten

Your choice for the ego has made
the Voice for God, the Holy Spirit,
almost completely inaudible to you.

1st Division

2nd Division

3rd Division

4th Division

The idea of space, time, form

and bodies all made by the

ego to hide from God

WHERE WE CAME TO DIE
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Form caused by the 
projection of unconscious
guilt on the universe 

Pure
Non-Dualism

God Is
Nothing else

exists
Only this

level is Real

Mind of God/Heaven

Wrong Mind

Big Bang!

sdS ne ie mm  ei tng arly a sep

FALSE UNIVERSE

Christ 
Mind

You may have forgotten
the Truth but it’s still there
buried in your Mind.

If, at the point where we find ourselves in our story, you had chosen to believe the Holy Spirit’s interpretation, or response, to the separation instead of  the ego’s, 
then your little dream adventure would have been over. The ego had a selfish yet tantalizing response of  its own. If  you continue to believe in the separation, it 
offers you your own individual identity — separate from God, very special and uniquely important.(DU p.133)

Right Mind
Home of the
Holy Spirit

Wrong Mind
Home of the

Ego
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N
on dualism

Awareness of God/
Heaven forgotten

One mind forgotten
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Agony

Savage
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Vicious

Guilt
Tormented

Sin

Ÿ Unbearable painful shame 
and guilt in your mind

Ÿ Caused by what you believe 
you’ve done- attacked God

Ÿ Need immediate complete 
escape

Ÿ Ego uses ingenuous but 
i l l u s o r y  m e t h o d  o f 
p ro jec t ion  to  hur l  the 
thought of separat ion, 
unconscious guilt, out of 
your mind

Ÿ You appear to be projected 
right along with it

Ÿ Causes Big Bang or making 
of the false universe

Ÿ Now you appear to be in the 
false universe and do not 
rea l i ze  you  a re  qu i te 
literally...
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Very first
decision

Wrong Mind

Choose the ego’s interpretation

Your identity as spirit/
mind forgotten

Each day, and every minute in each day, and every instant that each minute holds, you but 
relive the single instant when the time of  terror took the place of  love. (T26.V.13:1)
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Total ego identication

OUT OF YOUR MIND

evL e l   w oe fN   Form
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The ego now says, “You’re in trouble with 
the Big Guy. You’ve separated from and 
attacked God. You’d better get the hell 
outta here”.“Where can I go?” The ego 
has a solution, “Let’s make a place where 
God cannot come.  Let’s make a 
universe.”
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WHY , ,YOU NOT GOD
MADE  THE  WORLD

E
ternal Oneness

One choice is to 
remember your true 
home with God, and 
your true identity 
symbolized in the 
Course by the Holy 
Spirit.

By interpreting with the ego, 
you’ve developed a thought 
system that says you’ve sinned, 
you’re guilty and God’s wrath is 
coming.  You made this wrong 
minded ego thought system REAL 
by  you r  accep tance  o f  i t .  
Everything you make will now be 
woven from a fabric of . FEAR

We seemingly left all the guilt behind

But it’s still there under the surface
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